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USA Today Bestselling Author Kennedy Layne continues the Red Starr series with a nail-biting mission that will

leave you turning the pages well into the night...

Dreams die...

Daegan Murphy lives life the way it's meant to be lived...not a care in the world. With his motorcycle, sniper rifle, and

career choice, some might think he has a death wish. But he's got a family who loves him, team members that count

on him, and hostages to rescue. He wouldn't purposefully put himself in death's crosshairs because he knows what

it's like to be the one left behind.

Faith exists...

Ferrin Hewitt believes everything has order and her years in the military reflected that. She runs her civilian life as

disciplined and organized as the Navy taught her. So why is it that she finds herself attracted to a former Marine who

lives his life on the edge and completely opposite of what she believes in?

Love endures...

Ferrin's assignment is simple--to keep those saving others safe. When the worst happens and the blame is put on her,

Daegan is the only one to come to her defense. She knows help is never given without strings and when their search
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for the truth leads to a passion she can't control, the one thing she'll need rescued is her heart.

Series Description: Red Starr HRT is a paramilitary hostage rescue team that was originally formed years ago by two

retired Marine Master Sergeants. Upon the death of Catori Starr's husband, Brendan "Red" O'Neill, she took a much

needed hiatus to deal with her guilt and all consuming grief. Two years later Starr is clawing her way back and ready

to lead a fresh team of five cherry-picked former Force Recon Marines. Red Starr HRT takes cases the FBI and other

agencies won't touch, from domestic assignments bordering on the grey edges to missions abroad against savage

terrorist regimes. Follow along as Kennedy Layne conveys each of their stories as they work together on high risk

rescues that lead them down perilous paths of passion, intrigue and suspense...
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